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Hydrological responses to dynamically and statistically 
downscaled climate model output 
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Abstract. Daily rainfall and surface temperature series were 
simulated for the Animas River basin, Colorado using 
dynamically and statistically downscaled output from the 
National Center for Environmental Prediction/ National 

Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) re-analysis. 
A distributed hydrological model was then applied to the 
downscaled data. Relative to raw NCEP output, downscaled 
climate variables provided more realistic simulations of basin 
scale hydrology. However, the results highlight the sensitivity 
of modeled processes to the choice of downscaling technique, 
and point to the need for caution when interpreting future 
hydrological scenarios. 

Introduction 

The spatial resolution of General Circulation Models 
(GCMs) is too coarse to represent regional climate variations 
at the scales required for environmental impact assessments. 
Two techniques have been developed that attempt to counter 
this deficiency: semi-empirical (statistical) downscaling 
(SDS) of GCM outputs, and regional climate models (RCMs) 
nested within a GCM (Giorgi and Mearns, 1991). To date, 
very few studies have directly compared SDS and RCM 
output (e.g. Kidson and Thompson, 1998; Mearns et al., 1999; 
Murphy, 1999). 

Statistical downscaling is analagous to the "model output 
statistics" (MOS) and "perfect prog" approaches used for 
short-range numerical weather prediction (Klein and Glahn, 
1974). Both applications use correlations with climate 
variables at the synoptic scale (such as geopotential height 
fields) to simulate weather at the local scale (such as single 
site precipitation). Common SDS procedures involve weather- 
type classification, linear and non-linear regression, or 
modifications to stochastic weather generators (see Wilby and 
Wigley, 1997). A key strength of SDS is the low 
computational demand which facilitates the generation of 
ensembles of climate realizations. However, realistic SDS 
scenarios are contingent on strong/stationary empirical 
relationships, and on the choice of predictor variable(s) and 
transfer function(s) used for the downscaling (see Winkler et 
al., 1997). 
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Regional climate models simulate sub-GCM grid scale 
climate features dynamically at resolutions of 20-50 
kilometres given time-varying atmospheric conditions 
supplied by the GCM bounding a specified domain (see 
reviews by McGregor, 1997; Giorgi and Mearns, 1999). The 
main advantage of RCMs is their ability to respond in 
physically consistent ways to different external forcings (such 
as land-surface or atmospheric chemistry changes). RCMs can 
also resolve important atmospheric processes such as 
orographic precipitation better than the driving GCM (Jones 
et al., 1995). However, RCMs are computationally demanding 
and require orders of magnitude more computer time than 
SDS to compute equivalent scenarios. 

Ultimately the realism of both SDS and RCM scenarios 
depends on the quality of the climate data providing the 
boundary conditions. When directly compared, the two 
approaches can yield different regional climate scenarios 
because each utilizes different aspects of GCM output. For 
example, most SDS methods assume that the local variable is 
primarily a function of synoptic forcing, whereas all vertical 
levels of the atmosphere, including the surface, are considered 
by RCMs (Mearns et al., 1999). However, very little is known 
about the significance of such differences once assimilated by 
non-linear impact models. Here, differences in daily 
precipitation and temperature for the Animas River basin, 
southwest Colorado are examined, using raw NCEP data (as 
an analogue for GCM-scale output), SDS, and RCM 
simulations for current climate conditions. The simulated 
surface climate variables were used to drive a distributed 

hydrological model. Since the hydrological response of the 
basin is an integration of the regional climate (in time and 
space), the results provide insights into the overall "value- 
added" (or lost) to hydrological model skill due to the choice 
of downscaling technique. 

Data and Methods 

The Animas River basin, southwest Colorado, has a 
drainage area of 1820 km 2 and an elevation range of 
approximately 2000 to 4000 meters. Area-average daily 
precipitation (P), and maximum and minimum temperatures 
(Tmax, Tmin) were computed for the water years (WYs) 1980 
to 1995 using two Snow Telemetry and one National Weather 
Service station. Area-average data for WYs 1987-95 were 
used to calibrate the SDS method; and WYs 1980-86 to 
evaluate all models. 

Both the SDS and RCM were driven by gridded (approx. 
200 km grid spacing) variables obtained from the 
NCEP/NCAR re-analysis (Kalnay et al., 1996). The SDS 
method (see Wilby et al., 1999) uses step-wise multiple linear 
regression to identify parsimonious sets of NCEP atmospheric 
variables - at the grid-point nearest the Animas basin- to 
predict local P, Tmax and Tmin. Separate regression 
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equations were produced for each climatological season (i.e., 
DJF, MAM, JJA, SON) and surface variable (i.e., P, Tmax 
and Tmin). 

Daily time series of precipitation occurrence and log- 
transformed, wet-day amounts were each regressed against 
three daily NCEP variables: [1] total column precipitable 
water (kg/m2); [2] 500 hPa geopotential height (m); and [3] 
the meridional component of the wind computed from the 500 
hPa geopotential height field (m/s). Daily time series of Tmax 
and Tmin were regressed against four daily NCEP variables: 
[1] mean sea level pressure (hPa); [2] the zonal component of 
the geostrophic wind at sea level (m/s); [3] total column 
precipitable water (kg/m2); and [4] 500 hPa geopotential 
height (m). The rainfall and temperature models also include 
lag-1 autocorrelation functions, and stochastic representations 
of regression residuals. Conventional Monte Carlo methods 
are then used to generate ensembles of climate realizations 
using multiple passes of the NCEP predictors (as in Wilby et 
al., 1999). 

RCM output was produced by RegCM2 (Giorgi et al., 
1996), employing the continental U.S. domain of the Project 
to Intercompare Regional Climate Simulations (see Fig. 1 in 
Takle et al., 1999). Initial and boundary conditions from the 
NCEP/NCAR re-analysis were supplemented by observations 
of water-surface temperature in the Gulf of California and the 
Great Lakes, which are under-resolved in the re-analysis. 
Model grid spacing equates to 52 km on a Lambert conformal 
projection of the middle latitudes. • This spacing gives minimal 
resolution of the Animas basin Oust three RegCM2 grid 
boxes) and presents a severe test of the RCM's ability to 
resolve the local climate at a distance of >1500 km from the 

forcing frame. (In this respect, the SDS has some advantage 
over the RCM because it uses NCEP output closer to the 
Animas). 

The Precipitation-Runoff Modeling System (PRMS) 
(Leavesley and Stannard, 1995) waq •,• to simulate daily 
runoff (Q) given time series of surface climate variables'(P, 
Tmax, and Tmin). PRMS partitioned the watershed into 34 
hydrologic response units (HRUs) using distributed basin 
characteristics such as slope, aspect, elevation, vegetation and 
soil type. PRMS parameters were estimated from available 
topographic, soils and vegetation data but were not fit using 
an optimization algorithm. Downscaled climate variables 
were distributed to each HRU using observed monthly mean 
statistical relations between each surface variable and the 

elevation (z) at 37 stations in and around the basin. 
Additionally, the mean elevation of the RegCM2 and NCEP 
grid cells were adjusted on a monthly basis by solving for 
elevation using observed monthly z-climate relations. The 

fictitious elevations were then used to distribute P, Tmax, and 
Tmin as in the case of observed and SDS data (for more 
details see Hay et al., 2000). This correction is necessary 
because of the coarseness of the RegCM2 and NCEP grids, 
which cause the model terrain heights to depart from the 
actual elevation of the basin. 

Results 

Daily P, Tmax, Tmin and Q scenarios were generated for 
the verification period (WYs 1980-86) using: [1] area-average 
station data (Station), [2] an ensemble of twenty (SDS) 
realizations, [3] raw RCM output (RegCM2), [4] raw re- 
analysis output (NCEP), [5] elevation corrected RCM output 
(RegCM2adj) and [6] elevation corrected re-analysis output 
(NCEPadj). Table 1 reports the percentage of variance 
explained (E) by each model as well as the mean bias (D) of 
simulated daily Q (%), P (%), Tmax and Tmin (øC), with 
respect to observed data. 

Fig. 1 a shows that the NCEP output captures the timing of 
the June minimum and March maximum wet-day amounts but 
underestimates total rainfall by 47% in the uncorrected case 
and by 36% in NCEPadj (Table 1). In comparison, RegCM2 
output for both the corrected and uncorrected cases is closer 
to the observed seasonal cycle, with D-values of-6 and-5% 
respectively. The SDS ensemble spans the observed rainfall 
regime in all months except for June (too high) and November 
(too low), but underestimates the rainfall total by 6%. It is 
noteworthy that relative to temperature and runoff (see 
below), the E-statistics for daily P are low for all models, 
ranging between 14% (NCEP) and 26% (RegCM2adj). 

In contrast, Tmin (Fig. lb) is well represented by all 
methods. NCEP output shows a warm bias in summer and 
cold bias in winter that is reduced by elevation correction in 
NCEPadj (although overall D increased slightly from-0.4 to 
-0.7øC). The comparable monthly biases are smaller in 
RegCM2 and the corrected output of RegCM2adj has D -- 
-0.1øC. However, NCEP and RegCM2 show large biases in 
Tmax (Fig. l c) with D =-2.0 and -4.6øC respectively. NCEP 
has a significant cold bias in winter and spring that is partially 
offset by correction (D =-1.0øC), whereas RegCM2 has a 
cold bias throughout the year that is removed by RegCM2adj 
except in November to March (D --0.9øC). In comparison, 
SDS has D =-0.5øC for Tmax. 

The integrated results of the rainfall and temperature biases 
are reflected in simulated Q. Table 1 shows that all methods 
underestimate Q (with the exception of RegCM2). However, 
even Station data explained less than 85% of the variance in 
Q, suggesting that a component of the bias may be attributed 

Table 1. Percentage of explained variance (E) and mean bias (D) in observed daily P, 
Tmax, Tmin and Q due to different downscaling methods. 

P Tmin Tmax Q 
(%) D (%) • (%) D (oc) • (%) D (oc) • (%) D (%) 

Station ...... 84 -4 
SDS* 18 -6 88 +0.1 90 -0.5 78 -22 
NCEP 14 -47 75 -0.4 81 -2.0 75 -65 

NCEPaaj 15 -36 74 -0.7 79 - 1.0 72 -54 
RegCM2 26 -6 66 +0.9 72 -4.6 48 +5 

RegCM2aaj 26 -5 67 -0.1 72 -0.9 69 - 11 

* mean results from an ensemble of twenty members 
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Figure 1. Downscaled monthly mean daily (a) P, (b) Tmin and (c) Tmax for WYs 1980-86, compared with area-averaged 
station data for the Animas River basin. The error bars for Station data correspond to i 2 SE. The dotted lines for NCEP and 
RegCM2 represent the uncorrected model output. The gray shading for the SDS results shows the range of values produced by 
an ensemble of twenty members. 

to the hydrological model (and calibration data in the case of 
SDS). Overall, SDS had the highest E (78%) despite a larger 
underestimate of total runoff than RegCM2. NCEP 
underestimated Q by 65% compared with +5% for RegCM2 
and-22% for SDS. Elevation correction of the RegCM2 
output increased E from 48% to 69% but did not improve the 
bias in Q (from +5 to -11%). 

Fig. 2 compares the relative skill of the downscaling 
methods at simulating daily runoff using annual values of the 
coefficient of efficiency (CE) (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970). The 
station data provided the best simulation results with the 
majority of the years having CE scores of 0.8 or higher. The 
magnitude of these values indicates that, even though 
parameters were not optimized, the performance of the 
hydrological model is still quite good. 

Overall the CE scores for Station data fall within the 

ensemble range of the SDS method. The CE scores for 
RegCM2•dj and NCEP•dj also lie within the bounds of the SDS 
ensemble for all years except WY1984 and WY1981 
respectively, when the dynamical models had lower skill. In 
comparison, the skill of NCEP was lower than that of SDS in 
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Figure 2. Nash-Sutclifœe scores o[ simulated v•sus obse•ed 
daily Q computed o• a water year basis [or different 
downscaling methods. T•e good•ess o• fit scorns •or 
StatioQ output provide a measure o[ e•o•s due to 
•ydmlogical model a•or c•oice o• statloQs siQce obse•ed 
P, Truax aQd TmiQ were used iQ t•Js case. 

all years apart from WY 1981 when the modeled runoff from 
NCEP was closest to observed. The least skillful model output 
was obtained from RegCM2: the negative CE scores in WYs 
1981, 1985 and 1988 indicate that the observed mean of Q is 
a better predictor of daily Q than the model (Wilcox et al., 
1990). 

Discussion 

The preceding results provide insights into the relative 
strengths and weaknesses of each technique for basin-scale 
hydrological modeling. The most straightforward procedure is 
to use coarse resolution re-analysis output (in this case 
gridded P, Tmax and Tmin) and apply this information 
•lirectly to the hydrological model. These data provide a 
datum with which the "value-added" of downscaling may be 
assessed. However, underestimation of total P (due to 
shortfalls in all seasons except summer), combined with 
biases in Tmax (of the order-2øC) result in lower E (Table 
1) and CE scores for NCEP than Station and SDS simulations 
(Fig. 2). 

The next level of sophistication is to correct NCEP output 
for systematic biases. Elevation corrections were shown to 
reduce errors in monthly Tmax and Tmin but were less 
successful for P (Fig. l a). However, the net result of the 
NCEPadj corrections was an improvement in CE for all but 
two of the WYs, and a slight reduction in the bias of Q. 

The SDS technique is of intermediate complexity and has 
the advantage of efficiently producing ensembles of surface 
climate variables given a very limited set of gridded predictor 
variables. Overall, SDS had much greater skill for Tmax and 
Tmin than for P, and returned the highest value of E for daily 
Q. The relatively low E-statistic for daily P reflects the large 
stochasticity of this variable in the SDS model. Conversely, 
the high skill for Q was attributed to well-timed snowpack 
melt (as regulated by Tmax and Tmin) and reasonable 
estimates of gross snowpack accumulation (rather than the 
sequence of individual precipitation events). 

The RegCM2 and RegCM2adj scenarios were the most time 
consuming and computationally demanding to produce, so the 
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SDS ensemble was compared with a single realization of the 
RCM. Despite the higher level of sophistication and physical 
realism of the model, the uncorrected RegCM2 monthly P, 
Tmax and Tmin regimes were not generally as skillful as 
those of SDS. The cold bias in Tmax (also noted by Giorgi et 
al., 1993) leads to more persistent snow-pack and delayed 
spring melt. Hence, the E-scores for the RegCM2 were lower 
than those for SDS even though the total runoff was better 
estimated by the RCM. As with NCEP, the elevation 
corrections did yield gains in model verification performance 
such that the annual CE scores for RegCM2adj were within the 
range generated by SDS. This gain in skill implies that the 
quality of the uncorrected RegCM2 climate simulations is 
largely constrained by the bias in Tmax (which was greater in 
RegCM2 than in NCEP output). 

From our single-basin study it is concluded that the SDS 
and RCM methods have greater skill (in terms of modeling 
hydrology) than the coarse resolution data used to drive the 
downscaling. The SDS has the advantage of requiring very 
few parameters - an attribute that makes this procedure 
attractive for many hydrological applications. The RCM 
output, once elevation corrected, provides better estimates of 
the water balance than the raw and corrected NCEP output. 
However, since the methods provide varying results, care 
must be taken in interpreting scenarios of basin-scale 
hydrology under both present and future climate forcing. 
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